Using the notation of [4] . stability is guaranteed so long as o, (R(jco) (I+G(jc))K(jo)) G(jco)L 1(jeN < 1, 
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The importance of robustness in controlsystem analysis and design cannot be overemphasized. The past ten years' literature reflects considerable frequency-domain development ((1-7] ), while recent publications indicate increasing time-dmain activity ([8-12] Note that amaxCOj) as required in [4] . The 
P(Z)
In general, the majorant bound used in the present paper is distinctly different from the widely used quadratic Lyapunov function (see.
e.g., [8-12J). As shown in [11.12] . the quadratic Lyapunov function yields robust stability and performance by replacing (1.4) by 0 = AQ +QA + fl(Q) + V.
( The matrices G C g are also conformably partitioned so that (4.11) (4.21) Bounding the right hand side of (4.21) from above using ( We now prove a comparison result for solutions of (5.1). Figure 2 involves a dimensionless variable p defined in [22] . i.e I
